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Abstract-- In this paper, a single discriminating indicator to 

assess the deterioration of power quality (Deviation Factor of 
Power Quality) is proposed using tensor analysis and wavelet 
packet transform (WPT). This factor can be used in the presence 
of stationary and non-stationary power quality disturbances. In 
addition, practical examples are included to validate the deviation 
factor of power quality.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

HE deterioration of power quality is due to transient 
disturbances (voltage sags, voltage swells, impulses, 

among others) and also to steady state disturbances (harmonic 
distortion, unbalance and flicker) [1]. These quality problems 
have entailed the need for measuring equipment to monitor the 
electrical networks, such as electric power quality Analyzers. 
The first step toward power quality assessment is the definition 
of power quality indices able to quantify the deviation from an 
ideal reference situation and quantify the detrimental effects of 
this deviation [2]-[4].  

Existing power quality indices are based on the Fourier 
transform. This transform can provide accurate results only for 
stationary waveforms. If waveforms are non-stationary, 
Fourier transform produces large errors for the measured 
quantities and therefore fails to accurately quantify the electric 
power quality [6]. Recently, wavelet analysis techniques using 
have been proposed in the literature as a new tool for 
monitoring and analysis of disturbances in power systems [7]-
[11].  

This paper proposes a global deviation indicator based on 
tensor analysis of electrical power and on wavelet 
transform. This indicator is used to measure and evaluate the 
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power quality deterioration in n-phase electrical systems. In 
addition, practical examples are included to validate the power 
quality deviation measured by the global indicator.  

II.  POWER QUALITY DEVIATION FACTOR 

The measurement and evaluation of nonconformities in a 
power system in disturbed regime can be quantified through 
the definition of a new global index of power quality, called 
instantaneous indicator of power quality deviation, which is 
evaluated each time using the following expression:  
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where the term ℘ij was defined by the authors in [12] and , 
[13] as the power instantaneous tensor, thus 
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here, ui e ij refer to the instantaneous tensors of voltage and 
current in n-phase systems. Similarly, the term ideal℘ij is 
defined as the ideal power tensor. Building an ideal power 
tensor, involves defining an ideal electrical system as a circuit 
composed of a sinusoidal and balanced voltage source (ideal 
reference source) feeding a resistive, balanced and linear load 
(ideal reference load). Under these ideal conditions the ideal 
power tensor is defined as:  

 ( ) ( )
ideal

_ ideal _ idealij i ju i+ +℘ = ⊗  (3) 

where u+
i_(ideal) is the ideal tensor of the direct-sequence 

voltage, and i+
j_(ideal) is the ideal tensor of the direct-sequence 

current consumed by the reference load in the ideal power 
system. Moreover, the root mean square of the IDIpq-indicator 
has been called deviation factor of the power quality (DFpq-
factor), such that: 
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here, the interval defined between t1 y t2 match the width of 
the temporal window of observation. A window of 12 cycles is 
recommended when the working frequency is 60 Hz [14]. The 
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deviation index defined in (4) varies from zero to infinity. The 
value zero indicates a null deviation regarding the ideal power 
system.  In other words, the instantaneous tensor is equal to the 
ideal tensor. The infinite value appears in the power system 
when the ideal power tensor is equal to zero, which only 
occurs when there is no active power load consumption. No 
calculations are going to be done in this particular case, and it 
has been considered that the tensor formulation does not apply 
(N/A). 

III.  IDEAL POWER TENSOR ESTIMATION  

Under stationary or non-stationary regime, the ideal power 
tensor is estimated using the WPT transform. Under these 
conditions, the ideal power tensor estimation depends directly 
on the wavelet selected and on the level of the multi resolution 
achieved. In this case, the ideal power tensor is defined by the 
expressions given in (5): 
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here, u+
i_(ℓ,1) represents the instantaneous tensor of direct- 

sequence voltage in the frequency band level ℓ at node 1. It is 
recommended that the frequency band level ℓ at node 1 is 
centered at the fundamental frequency. On the other hand, the 
instantaneous Fortescue transformation [15] is applied to the 
instantaneous voltage tensor ui to determine the direct 
sequence component in an n-phase system. That is, 

 ( )( 1) 2 1
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Here, the operator a is defined as 2j na e π= . Furthermore, 
in the time-frequency domain, the waveform of the direct-
sequence voltage u+

1 with 2N samples can be expressed in 
terms of wavelet coefficients of the WPT transform according 
to the following equation: 
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Now, separating the wavelet coefficients in node 1 at ℓ 
level, gives: 
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Finally, the inverse Fortescue instantaneous transformation 
allows the instantaneous tensor of direct sequence voltage in 
the frequency band level ℓ at node 1, as follows:  
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The following is the numerical procedures for these 
calculations. 

IV.  POWER QUALITY DETERIORATION ASSESSMENT 

This section provides the basis for algorithmic 
implementation of the proposed global indicator, in its 
instantaneous (IDIpq-indicator) and effective (DFpq-factor) 
versions, when applied to multiphase electrical systems. Two 
numerical examples have been included in this section to 
demonstrate the calculation of the power quality deterioration 
indicator. The first example takes into consideration the 
stationary waveforms, while the second considers the non-
stationary waveforms.  

In both examples, the ideal tensor of power, the IDIpq-
indicator and the DFpq-factor are calculated using the 
proposed method of WPT transform. The result is compared 
with the true values and the error associated with the method is 
obtained. Furthermore, db30 is the mother wavelet used in 
both examples and a temporal observation window of 12 
cycles of 60 Hz with a sampling frequency of 10.24 kHz (2048 
samples per window) has been selected for the analysis.  

A.  Numerical example #1: stationary waveforms 

In this example, the voltage waveform and the current are 
distorted by the harmonic components. Values are shown in 
Table I. The voltage waveforms are stationary, unbalanced and 
affected by a low frequency signal of direct- sequence of 18 
volt amplitude at 20 Hz  

TABLE I 
 STATIONARY WAVEFORM INFORMATION 

Phase VOLTAGE  CURRENT 
 h=1 h=7  h=1 h=5 h=7 

1 122∠0º 6.1∠0º  25∠-30º 10∠-150º 5∠-30º 
2 127∠-120º 6.4∠-120º  25∠-150º 10∠-30º 5∠-150º 
3 110∠120º 5.5∠120º  25∠90º 10∠90º 5∠90º 

Step 1 (Calculation of the instantaneous tensors of voltage, 
current and power): in this example the voltage instantaneous 
tensor is given by:  
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And the current instantaneous tensor by: 
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Fig. 1. Stationary numerical results: (a) voltage, (b) current and (c) power 

instantaneous tensor  

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show the voltage and current stationary 
waveforms. The dyadic product between the tensors in (10) 
and (11) determines the instantaneous power tensor. The 
mathematical expression of the power tensor is too long thus 
cannot be shown. However, Figure 1(c) shows several tensors 
evaluated at t = 18ms, 56ms, 96ms, 135ms and 186ms.  

Step 2 (Ideal power tensor estimation):  

Initially, the true values are determined to compare the 
relative accuracy of the WPT transform using the already 
known trigonometric expressions of the waveforms. 

Step 2A (True values): applying the Fortescue transform to 
the voltage waveforms, gives:  

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 18sin 3 119.67sin 5.98sin 7t t tu ω ω ω+ = + +  (12) 

Consequently, the true value of the ideal voltage tensor is: 
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And therefore, the true value of the ideal current tensor is: 
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The dyadic product between the tensors given in (13) and 
(14) determines the true value of the ideal power tensor 

Step 2B (Values based on WPT): In this case the WPT 
transform (db30, 7 levels) is applied to the direct-sequence 
component u+

1, having as a result a multiresolution time-
frequency analysis.  

The coefficient of multiresolution corresponding to the 
frequency band (40-80) Hz is the only one used to reconstruct 
the ideal component u+

1_(7,1). The ideal voltage, current and 
power tensors are obtained using these results. 

Fig. 2 shows the calculation process used to determine the 
frequency band component (40-80) Hz of the instantaneous 
voltage tensor. The waveform of the direct-sequence 

component, the multiresolution time-frequency analysis and 
the waveform of the frequency band component (40-80) Hz 
are shown here.   

 
Fig. 2. Stationary numerical results: calculation process of the frequency band 

component (40-80) Hz 

Fig. 2 also shows the suppression process of level 7 
multiresolution coefficients, with the exception of the Node 1 
component.  

 
Fig. 3. Stationary numerical results: (a) waveforms of ideal direct-sequence 

voltage, (b) ideal power tensors 

Fig. 3(a) shows the comparison between ideal voltage 
waveforms (u+

1(ideal) and u+
1(7,1)). Fig. 3(b) shows matrices of 

ideal power tensors (true value and value based on WPT) 
evaluated at t = 18ms, 56ms, 96ms, 135ms and 186ms. 

Step 3 (IDIpq-indicator estimation): Fig. 4 shows the 
comparison between the true value of the power quality 
instantaneous deviation indicator and the results calculated by 
the WPT transform.  

 
Fig. 4. Stationary numerical results: true value and value based on WPT of the 

IDIpq-indicator. 

Fig. 4 also shows that the behavior of the IDIpq-indicator 
calculated by the WPT is acceptable in much of the 
observation window, except at the borders, where the WPT 
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shows poor indicator estimation. 
 Step 4 (DFpq-factor estimation): Table II shows the true 
value, the calculated value, and the errors made when 
estimating deviation factor of power quality using WPT.  

TABLE II 
STATIONARY NUMERICAL RESULT (DFPQ-FACTOR) 

Factor True Value WPT  Relative Error 

DFpq 0. 8260 p.u. 1.2185 p.u.  47.52 % 

The relative error percentage is calculated using the true value 
as reference to compare the relative accuracy of the method of 
WPT transform. 

B.  Numerical example #2:non-stationary waveforms 

The voltage waveforms in this example are non-stationary 
in the temporal observation window. Table III shows the 
voltage non-stationary waveform information.  

TABLE III 
VOLTAGE NON-STATIONARY WAVEFORM INFORMATION 

Phase 0.00 ≤ t < 0.05  0.05 ≤ t < 0.12  0.12 ≤ t < 0.20 

 h=1  h=1  h=1 h=7 

1 120∠0º  35∠60º  100∠0º 15∠0º 
2 120∠-120º  58∠-60º  100∠-120º 15∠-120º 
3 120∠120º  19∠180º  100∠120º 15∠120º 

The calculation procedure for the power quality 
deterioration global indicator in non-stationary state is the 
same as the one presented in the example above. Thus, only 
the results are presented as follows. 

Step 1 (Calculation of the instantaneous tensors of voltage, 
current and power): the voltage instantaneous tensor is given 
in (15), while the current tensor is same as in (11).  
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Fig. 5. Non-stationary numerical results: (a) voltage, (b) current and (c) 

instantaneous power tensor 

Figs 5(a) and 5(b) show the voltage and the current non-
stationary waveforms. Fig. 5(c) shows several instantaneous 
power tensors evaluated at t=18ms, 56ms, 96ms, 135ms y 
186ms. 

Step 2 (Ideal power tensor estimation): Fig. 6(a) shows the 
comparison between the ideal voltage waveforms (u+

1_(ideal), 
and u+

1_(4,1)). Fig. 6(b) shows the ideal power tensors matrices 
(true value and value based on WPT) evaluated at t=18ms, 
56ms, 96ms, 135ms y 186ms. 

 
Fig. 6. Non-stationary numerical results: (a) direct-sequence ideal voltage 

waveforms, (b) ideal power tensors 

Step 3 (IDIpq-Indicator estimation): Fig. 7 shows the 
comparison between the true value of the power quality 
deviation instantaneous indicator and the results calculated by 
the WPT transform. 

 
Fig. 7. Non-stationary numerical results: true value and value based on WPT 

of the IDIpq-indicator. 

Step 4 (DFpq-Factor estimation): Table IV shows the true 
value, the calculated value, and the errors made when 
estimating deviation factor of power quality using WPT. Here, 
also the relative error percentage is calculated using the true 
value as reference.  

TABLE IV  
NON-STATIONARY NUMERICAL RESULTS (DFPQ-FACTOR) 

Factor True Value WPT  Relative Error 

DFpq 1.0714 p.u. 1.2589 p.u.  17.51 % 

V.  SIMULATED RESULTS 

 
Fig. 8. Scheme of the electrical network and the measurement system 

Fig. 8 shows the electrical network and the measurement 
system implemented in “Matlab-Simulink” to realize the 
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validation of the developed calculation procedure in the 
preceding section. 

In order to have the same conditions of comparison 
between the numerical examples of the previous section and 
examples simulated in this section, the mother wavelet and 
temporal observation window used are the same.   

A.  Simulated example #1: stationary waveforms 

Fig. 9 shows the simulated results for the stationary case: 
(a) three-phase voltage waveforms, (b) three-phase current 
waveforms, (c) IDIpq-indicator and (d) DFpq-factor. 

 
Fig. 9. Simulated results (stationary case)  

Table V shows the true values, the simulated values, and 
the relative error percentage made when estimating deviation 
factor of power quality using WPT. 

TABLE V  
STATIONARY SIMULATED RESULTS (DFPQ-FACTOR) 

Factor True Value WPT  Relative Error 

DFpq 0.8260 p.u. 0.8227 p.u.  0.3995% 

B.  Simulated example #2: non-stationary waveforms 

Fig. 10 shows the simulated results for the non-stationary 
case: (a) three-phase voltage waveforms, (b) three-phase 
current waveforms, (c) IDIpq-indicator and (d) DFpq-factor.  

 
Fig. 10. Simulated results (non-stationary case)  

Table VI shows the true values, the simulated values, and 
the errors made when estimating DFpq power quality deviation 
factor using WPT (before, during and after of the event). 

TABLE VI  
NON-STATIONARY SIMULATED RESULTS (DFPQ-FACTOR) 

DFpq –Factor 
(measurement time)  

True Value 
(p.u.) 

WPT  
(p.u.) 

Relative Error  
(%) 

before of the event (t=0.97s) 0.7746  0.7610  1.76 
during the event (t=1.17s) 1.2478  1.2350  1.03 
after of the event (t=1.37s) 0.8542 0.8377 1.93 

The Table VI shows that the DFpq-factor detects in a global 
manner any deterioration in the quality of electrical power, 
independent of the type and origin of the disturbance. 

VI.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The algorithm used to estimate the IDIpq-indicator and the 
DFpq-factor is summarized in Fig. 11. This algorithm is the 
core of the measurement virtual instrument designed and built 
to evaluate the power quality in this research. A dSPACE 1104 
control card is used to host the algorithms. 

 
Fig. 11. General algorithmic scheme of the virtual meter 

The algorithm was tested with a stationary voltage 
waveform distorted by harmonic components of low 
magnitude and imbalanced. The connected non-linear load is a 
three-phase diode rectifier. The Three-phase of the voltage and 
current, the IDIpq-indicator and DFpq-factor were captured 
with the ControlDesk interface (see Fig.12). 

 
Fig. 12. Experimental results: three-phase diode rectifier 

The information in the Fig. 12 is organized as follows: (a) 
three-phase voltage waveforms, (b) three-phase current 
waveforms and (c) IDIpq-indicator and DFpq-factor. 

The theoretical, simulation and experimental results show 
that to use the tensor analysis and wavelet transform is a good 
method to measure the power quality deterioration in the 
presence of stationary and non-stationary waveform. Beside, 
the implementation in a continuous medium (calculation 
time 12 cycles) allows to diminish the errors in the borders 
of the temporary window of observation. 
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VII.  CONCLUSIONS 

An integral evaluation of the power quality deterioration in 
multiphase networks through a new indicator (in its 
instantaneous-IDIpq or effective-DFpq versions) has been 
suggested. The proposed algorithms are based on 
instantaneous power tensor analysis and on the wavelet packet 
transform. A method for assessing power quality deterioration 
has been presented and analyzed taking into account stationary 
and non-stationary waveforms. The theoretical, simulation and 
experimental results validate the applicability of the proposed 
indicator when measuring quality loss. 
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